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About This Game

Sun Blast is the best 3d space shooter on Steam. Earn upgrades as you fight your way through a massive seleciton of
levels.

In a period of 48 hours, an alien race utterly annihilated Earth's military forces. Only one colonial ship remains, and it's
humanity's last chance.

Choose your starfighter and join the desperate counter-assault on the alien forces. You're massively overpowered and
ridiculously outgunned, but with cunning and a lot of luck, you can prevail.

As you prove your worth in combat, you'll rise in rank and gain the ability to upgrade your ships weapons and defenses. This is
the 3d space shooter you've been waiting for!

Features:

Full gamepad support

Three ship designs to choose from, each with unique look and behavior

Fight against stealthy fighters and gigantic starships
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Huge level selection, from planet orbits to underground tunnels to infested military bases

Replay levels to earn medals

Steam achievements and leaderboards
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Since I've played this game here is what I like and find lacking in this game. (Even though some of these have been mentioned
already elsewhere in the forums)

Pros:

1. Graphics are nicely done for a clicker/idle game (I'm not one who cares whether graphics are nicely done or not as I play
many different types of idle/incremental games with varying graphical styles and at least one has its own hand made art)
2. Many different choices of tools and pick axe handles (I like choices)
3. Many different types of ore (both realistic and fantasy)
4. A lot of choices in upgrades
5. A nice assortment of music that you can buy. (In game currency not real currency)
6. It's not that bad for the price

Cons: (not so much cons as it is missing features that could be added to make the game even better (If any of these are done
already I will mark it with an astrerisk))

1. A type of currency that can be used after a certain type of reset so that it could be used to boost profits and increase chances
to get better minerals and ore later on in the game.
2. I'm not sure if there is a mute feature in this game.
3. No Full screen as far as I'm aware
4. No varying resolutions yet either

It does still seem a bit bare bones at the moment, but less so than another I've played, which is a good thing.. The Oculus version
of this app isn't fully baked: the "hands" get in the way of the menus, and many of the trackpad functions don't work well with
thumbsticks. The interface is also monumentally clunky. It's too bad, because a tool like this for VR could be truly useful.. I love
the idea of bringing back a classic from scratch with the community's feedback. Being an avid fan of the original RE: Outbreak
titles and still playing them to this very day, I see much potential to be had if this project moves forward in the right direction.
(And if people give it a chance to grow in the first place... the demand for this could be huge.)

But all nostalgia aside let's assess the current state of the project. First and foremost this game could definitely use a tank control
movement option, escaping is a ♥♥♥♥♥ sometimes with just the current set. An animation update to replace the cheery
looking walking and also to hold the shotgun and other two-handed weapons with both hands while maneuvering around would
be nice. (Personally I think it looks silly when the people walk around with big guns one-handed.) Plus a zombie grapple/bite
attack would be cool too.
(Though I'm sure changes like that are already on the horizon, and zombie dogs, pleeeease!)

Now on the positive side it's dark, has great atmosphere and is very heavy on item management like the RE Classics that we all
know and love. I had several tense/scary moments playing the scenario with the brightness all the way down and found it very
thrilling. I cannot wait to see what new content this game has to offer for it's finalized version! Even if it takes a year or two I
am a patient man and I will no doubt be playing this all throughout it's development and then some. This is a fantastic concept
and I believe with the proper support, time, hard-work and dedication this can become a great survival horror title on par with
the original Ps2 title that I still am sinking countless hours into.

Recommending this to my friends for now and will be editing in my thoughts on future updates.. its fun for the first few days
but becomes bland very quick
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. Bought it because it had compatible with windows but it only works with vr. Waste of $8. if anyone knows if i can get a refund
that would be great.. One of the best picross that I played on steam ex-\u00e6quo with "Paint it Back", "Pepper's Puzzles" and
"Travel Mosaics 6: Christmas Around the World"

I think it's THE picross game where the dev is the most active
One of the few picross game where the last difficulty level ask you to grey-out hints yourself (I think it's pretty cool, help
develop your logic)

There is so many positive aspects to it that the few nit-picking things I found doesn't really bother me and I like to keep playing
=D

Good job an this awesome game!
. Too many hazards, not enough control over the set-up of the airport. I miss Airport Tycoon.. why there isn't a single player
mode?. Graphic and gameplay is a step down from Raiden IV. The color scheme and bloom effect is very harsh to the eyes. The
damage system took away the excitment of original Raiden series. The game pacing is very slow and tedious. The NPC dialogue
in the background is plain annoying.

Just get Raiden IV which is hands down better in every aspect.. Great game! One of the best arcade-style zombie games around,
pretty simple to understand and fun to play. The mechanics of the game are great, the developers are active and constantly
pushing new updates through our feedback. The best part is that you get the feel of being there since there is no teleport option
and as you move in your play area, you move in your fixed spot to grab stuff around. Everything is proportionally right, it feels
so real that I even dropped the controllers over the invisible table in front of me!

Totally recommended.
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Enjoyable, but short lived. Not much replay value, would recommend buying at a huge discount.. Love the game. Very
addicting. Would be nice though if there was goals to achieve like Counter Strike or Legos Super Heroes. I play on my gaming
laptop and it kept crashing on me aftet a certain amount of time. Especially with the last 2 maps.. i need help, when i go to my
music it won't show where the album is... PLS HELP. best game i have ever played, dynamic fights nex gen graphics, Awesome
mini puzzles, large variety of enemies. The most threating boss fights i have ever seen. Endless fun up to 100 hours gameplay
with a high replay factor :). failed game. overall a good game. fun to play with friends and the more the better it is. it does seem
somewhat inconsistent with mouse and putter speed.. Scam.

To anyone wondering, this person is a scammer.
You pay £15 for the software which only supports 3 usb devices, you have to pay another £6 for the unlocked software, yes,
that's right, you are paying £15 for locked software.
And now the scammer is deleting my posts, that's fine though as I will keep posting them.
He's not even trying to justify what he is doing.
If he thought what he was doing was OK then he would put me in my place, but no, he just deletes my posts. Stay away from
this software.

Edit, I have now been banned from the forum for telling people the truth.
Here is a screenshot.
apparantly, I have been banned because me telling you this is a scam is not helpful.

http://imgur.com/EeMgN1W. I like the game but good lord can I get a sprint button? Can I do something besides dodging the
soldiers or whatever im fighting attack? If you make a mistake you spend another thirty seconds resolving a puzzle just to try
again. So boring.
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